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Let's start by importing some packages.

%hide
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('agg',warn=0)
from numpy import array,maximum,minimum,newaxis,concatenate
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig,ones,gray,amax,amin
import 
scipy,scipy.ndimage,scipy.ndimage.morphology,scipy.ndimage.measurements,numpy 

       

Let's start by reading the scene image; we're converting it to a floating point array where the foreground pixels are 1.0 and
background pixels are 0.0.

scene = 1.0-imread(DATA+'scene.png')[:,:,0]
imshow(scene); gray(); savefig("scene.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaefa04c>

Let's do the same for the template image.

template = 1.0-imread(DATA+'template.png')[:,:,0]
imshow(template); gray(); savefig("template.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaee796c>

Now, let's compute the morphological edge detection.

scene_eroded = 
scipy.ndimage.morphology.binary_erosion(scene,structure=ones((3,3)))
scene_edges = minimum(scene,1-scene_eroded)
imshow(scene_edges); savefig("scene_edges.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf257ec>

Next, let's compute the distance transform.  Note that we need invert the image to get the "outside" distance (which is what we
want to match against).

scene_distance = scipy.ndimage.distance_transform_cdt(1-scene_edges)
imshow(scene_distance); savefig("scene_distance.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf32f4c>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf32f4c>

Now we compute morphological edges for the template.

template_eroded = 
scipy.ndimage.morphology.binary_erosion(template,structure=ones((3,3)),origin=
(0,0))
template_edges = minimum(template,1-template_eroded)
imshow(template_edges); savefig("template_edges.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf25a0c>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf25a0c>

Finally, we compute the correlation between the input and the output image.  We also use the correlation for template matching,
but here it is used for a different purpose.  Since the template edge map only consists of 0's and 1's, its correlation with the

distance transform of the scene image gives us, for each point, the sum of the distances of all the template edge pixels from the

nearest scene edge pixel.  For the best match, we want to minimize this quantity.

output = scipy.ndimage.filters.correlate(scene_distance,template_edges)
imshow(output); savefig("output.png")
[amin(output),amax(output)] 

[1755, 87870]



       

[1755, 87870]

It's kind of hard to see the minimum in this picture, but we can see it more easily if we limit the range.

imshow(minimum(output,4000)); savefig("output2.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf323ec>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf323ec>

Alternatively, looking at the logarithm of the output also often helps.

imshow(numpy.log(output)); savefig("output3.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf322cc>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf322cc>

Of course, we're interested in the actual location of the template.

scipy.ndimage.minimum_position(output) 

       (113, 85)

Let's visualize the location of the match by drawing it back into the original scene image.

visualization = scene.copy()
visualization[112:114,84:86] += 5
imshow(visualization); savefig("visualization.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf3204c>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf3204c>

Note that we also use the correlation for "template matching".  However, if we use it for template matching, we're really using it

very differently.

Here is the correlation between the scene edges and the template edges.  It has a maximum (not a minimum) at the match location. 

But this actually is not a very reliable way of matching the scene and the template.

imshow(scipy.ndimage.filters.correlate(scene_edges,template_edges)); 
savefig("temp.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf2b98c>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf2b98c>

Here is the correlation between the scene and the template (rather than their edges); again, here we're looking for a maximum, and
the correlation itself is also rather different.

imshow(scipy.ndimage.filters.correlate(scene,template)); 
savefig("temp.png") 

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf25dcc>



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf25dcc>

See the worksheet on template matching to learn more about how this actually works.

 

       

 
                 


